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PRINCIPAL DISTRIBUTIONS FOR ALMOST

UNPERTURBED SCHRÖDINGER PAIRS OF OPERATORS

DAOXING XIA

(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

Abstract. The relation between the principal distribution for an almost un-

perturbed Schrödinger pair operators {U, V} and the unitary operator W

satisfying V = W~ UW is found.

1. Introduction

This paper is a continuation of the previous work [7]. Let %* be a Hubert

space, {U, V} be a pair of selfadjoint operators on %* and a e R. This

pair is said to be an almost unperturbed Schrödinger pair of operators [7] with

parameter a ^ 0, if there is a trace class operator D such that i[U, V]Ç =

aÇ + DC, £ e M, where M c 2(U) Ç\2(V) is a linear manifold dense in

¿F satisfying UM c 2¡(V), VM c 3S(U), and M = (U - zI)~{2(V) or

M = (V -ziyx2)(U) for some zeC\R.

For this pair {U, V}, a cyclic one cocycle is given by the trace formula

.  ,r   is. U   it.V       is,U   it,V,        i{s,+s.,)U   i(t,+t,)V,   -ias,t, -ias.t,,,
tr([e '  e '   , e - e - ] - e   '   -   e   '   2   (e     - ' - e     '2))

= r(sx+s2,tx+t2)(e     -l-e     12),

where [•, •] is the commutator, and the function t may be written as

(2) x(s, t) = tr (e'sU f e'rV Del[t~r)V dx) I ta.

The principal distribution for this pair {U, V} is defined as

(3) G(x,y) = ^lje-l(sx+ty\(s,t)dsdt.
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// Ja{4>, V)G(x,y)dxdy

The trace formula

tr(i[<KU,v),it
i_

2n

is proved in [7] for functions <j> and (¿/ma certain class where Ja(<j>, w) is

a functional (see [7]) of 0, y/ and approaches the Jacobian of 4> and y as

a —» 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that a = 1.

In this paper, we study the principal distribution G(x, y) for the almost un-

perturbed Schrödinger pair of operators {U, V} under certain conditions. The

main condition is that there is a unitary operator W such that V — W~ UW.

When V is in a certain class of integro-differential operators [7], these condi-

tions are satisfied (see Lemma 2 and Theorem 5). We find that the principal

distribution G(x, y) may be expressed essentially by the integral kernel of the

operator W in a certain spectral representation (see Theorem 2 and Theorem

3).
In this paper, the Carey and Pincus theory [2, 3] of an almost commuting

pair of unitary operators or selfadjoint operators plays an important role.

2. Principal distribution

1 ")
Let £? and £? be the trace class and Hilbert-Schmidt class of operators

respectively.

Theorem 1. Let {U, V} be an almost unperturbed Schrödinger pair of operators.

If (V - p0I)~l(U - V)"1 e^2 M some A0,p0e C\R, then [(V - pl)~l,

(U-ÀI)~]]e5?1 for À,peC\R and

(4) tr[(V-pI)~l, (U-U)~l] = 0   for A, peC\R.

Proof. (1) It is easy to see that A = (V - pI)~[(V - pQI) extends a bounded

operator and B = (U - AQI)(U - U)~   is a bounded operator.

Therefore (V - pI)~\U - kl)~l = A(V - p0I)~](U - A0I)~lB e S?2, for

A,/i6C\R. Also (U - XI)~X(V - pl)~x e 2'1. Hence, the commutator

(5) [(U - kl)'', (V - pi)'']

= (U-Al)~\V-pI)~lC(V-pIf\U-Al)~[ e^f1,

where C = -/(/ + D) e & (cf. Lemma 1 of [7]).

(2) Form the Cayley transforms u = (U + H)(U - H)~ and v =

(V + H)(V - H)~ . Then the commutator of unitary operators [u, v] =

-4[(U — il)~ , (V - H)~ ]e 2? . Let us employ the Carey and Pincus theory

on the almost commuting pairs of unitary operators to the pair {u, v}.

With Z the 2-fold product of the set of integers, let M(7L ) be the space of

all complex Radon measures on Z , for which

m = / (1 + |í|)(1 + \t\)d\m(s, t)\ < +OC.
Ji?
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Let M(Ii ) be the collection of characteristic functions F(Ç, r¡), Ç, n e T, of

the measures m e M(Z2) given by F(Ç, n) = L2 Ç tf dm(l, n). From Theo-

rem 5.10 and Remark 5.11 of [3], there is a Lebesgue integrable real function,

called the principal function g0(-, ■), such that

tr[/(«, v), h(u, v)] - ¿ H g0(C, if) df(C, n) A dh(C, rj)

for f,heM(Z2).

Let jP(R. ) be the collection of functions f(x, y), x, y e R, for which

the functions f (</>(£), </>(n)) as functions of Ç, r\ e T belong to Af(Z ), where

(/>(£) = cotanargÇ/2, C € T. Define

g(x, y) = g0((x + i)(x - i)~l, (y + i)(y-ifl),       x,yeR.

Then by the Cayley transform, we have

(6) tr[f(U,V),h(U,V)] = ̂ llg(x,y)df(x,y)Adh(x,y)

•y
for f, h e „#(R ). This g(-, •) may be regarded as the Pincus principal func-

tion associated to the almost unperturbed Schrödinger pair of operators.

(3) For  Aj,p.  e  C\R,   j  =   1,2, it is easy to see that the function

(x-XjT\y-pj)~x eJ?(R2). By (6), we have

(V)

tr[(U-AxI)-l(V-pxI)-\(U-A2I)  \V-p2I)-{]

= ¿//S(x,y)d((x-Ax)(y-px))-1 Ad((x-A2)(y-p.2)y
i

_ 1 _  I T

The left-hand side of (7) is zero, since (U - A,I)    (V - p-I)     e J?  .

Define an analytic function <f>(X, p) of X, p e C\R by

4>(A,p) = ±llg(x,y)dlnX^.dln^
dC   A   dn_

z '-¿//««.«>&^

where co = (X + i)(X - i)'1  and z = (p + i)(p - i)~l   (cf. (5.3) of [3]).  By
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elementary calculus, the right-hand side of (7) equals

1 Í d2cf> ï_J^,;        ^
(Xx-x2)(px-p2) \dXdp{ 2'ßl)   dXdp[ »'^

i     (dcp..      .   d<¡>(,      \+ (V^)W(A"^-^'^)J

i      (dcj>(. d<t>n      A

-(V^yl^'^^-^'^V

Thus (8) equals zero. Putting Xx — X, X2 = X + s in (8) and letting e —► 0, we

get

(9)
a3.        2      a2

—y— (<¡)(X, px) + ct>(X, p2)) - —-——2(<f>(X, px)-<fi(X, p2)) = o.
dX dp l/^i - ß2> oX

Putting px = p, p2 = p + e in (9) and letting e —► 0, we have (d5 /(8X2dp3))x

<f>(X, p) = 0. Similarly, we have (d5/(dX3dp2))4>(X, p) = 0. Therefore, the

function (d /(dX dp ))(p(X, p) is a constant. Thus, there is a constant k and

functions a(X) and b(p) suchthat (d /(dXdp))4>(X, p) = kXp + a(X) + b(p).

From (6), it is easy to see that (d2/(dXdp))<f>(X, p) = tr[(U-XI)~l, (V-pI)~1}.

Hence

(10) tr[(U - XI)'1 ,(V- pif1] = kXp + a(X) + b(p).

(4) We have to prove that k and a(X) + b(p) are zero. From (10), we have

tr[({7 - XI)~2 ,(V - pl)~\ = kp + a'(X). On the other hand, by (5), we have

\\r[(U-XI)-2,(V-piyx]\

= 2\xr((u - xjf(u - xiy\u - xjy\v - piylc(v - piy\u - x0iy\

<2\\(u-xj) \v-pi) 'C(v-pi) \v-x0i) 'WAKU-Xjfdi-xiy'iv)"V-/i/r,c(F-/i/ri(F-A0/r1ii1ii(t/-A0i

which approaches zero as \JrX\ —► oc.  Therefore \imjrÁ^oo(kp + a'(X)) = 0

which implies k = 0.

It is easy to see that

Hm tr((u -xiy1 (v -piy1 d(v -piy[(u -xiy[)
(ii) jr'i-,°°

=   lim  tr((U-XI)  \v-pl)  lD(V-pI)  \u-XI)  ') = 0

We have to show that

(12) lim  tr((U-XI)~\v -piy2(U-XI)~l) = 0
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and

(13) lim  tr((U-Xiy[(V-piy2(U-XI)~l) = 0.
Jrfi—*oo

Let {e } be an orthonormal basis for the Hubert space ßf?. The series

Ç((k - p0iy\u - xiyxe] ,(v- p0i)(v - piy2(u - uy'eß
j

is dominated by the convergent series

Y,k\\(v - pQiy\u - xiyxe}\\\\(v - piy\u -xiy'ejW
i

<K\\(v-p0iyl(u-xiyl\\2\\(v-piyl(u-xiyl\\2

term by term, for \J^p\ > \^p0\, where || • ||2 is the =5"2-norm,

* = ,^ w-njw-niy'w

and

um \\(v-p0iy\v-piy2(u-xiy{e\\ = o.
J^fi—>oo J

Therefore (13) holds. Similarly, we can prove (12). From (5), (11), (12), and

(13), we have

lim  tr[(U - XI)~\ (V - pi)"1] =   lim  ti[(U - XI)~l, (V - pl)~x] = 0,
J^f.—'OO J^—too

which proves that limJrÀ^00(a(X) + b(p)) = lim^r x(a(X) + b(p)) — 0. Thus

a(X) + b(p) = 0. Theorem 1 is proved.

By the way, the Pincus principal function g(x, y) must be of the form a(x) +

ß(y)-
For a Hilbert space 2¡ , let L {R,2¡) be the Hubert space of all measurable

3!-valued funtion on R satisfying (/,/) = / ||/(->0ll^ dx < oc .

Theorem 2. Let {U, V} be an almost unperturbed Schrödinger pair of opera-

tors on %?. Suppose U only has absolutely continuous spectrum with uniform

multiplicity n , suppose there is a unitary operator W such that

(14) V=W~XUW,
_i _» -y

and suppose (V - p0I) (U-X0I) eJzf for some X0, p0 e C\R. Then there

is an auxiliary Hilbert space 3 with dim2> = n, a measurable 2f(3)-valued

function W(x, y) satisfying

(15) ff tr^(W(x, y)*W(x, y))(x2 + I)''(y2 + \y] dxdy < +oo,

a unitary operator F from %* onto L (R, 2) such that

(16) (FUF-]f)(x) = xf(x),
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and

(17) (FWF-lf)(y) = lw(x,y)f(x)dx,

for f e F2(U) and distributions a(x) and b(y) such that the principal distri-

bution

(18) G(x,y) = 2n\rs(W(x,y)*W(x,y)) + a(x) + b(y).

Proof. It is obvious that the auxiliary space 3 and the unitary operator F

exist such that (16) is satisfied. We may assume that Mr = L (R, 3) and

F = 1.
There exists an ¿2f (3)-valued measurable function WQ(x, y) satisfying

(19) HtTg(W0(x,y)*W0(x,y))dxdy<+™

such that

(20)

((U -poyXW(U - X0iy]f)(y) = | W0(x, y)f(x)dx   for fe L2(R, 3),

since (U-p0iylW(U-X0I)~] = W(V -p0I)~l(U -X0I)~] e£f2. Denote

W(x, y) = (x - X0)WQ(x, y)(y - p0). Then (19) implies (15), and (20) implies

(17) for feF3(U).
By Theorem 1 and (5), we have

tr((u - xiy\v- piylD(v- piy\u - xiy1)

= - tr((£/ - xiy\v - piy2(u - xiy1).

The operator (U - XI)~l(V - pl)~ (U - XI)~l is a product of two ¿z?2 op-

erators (U -XI)~[W*(U -pl)~[ and (U -pI)~xW(U -XI)~X with integral

kernels W(y,x)*(x-X)~ (y - p)~ and W(x, y)(x -X)~ (y - p)~y respec-

tively. Therefore the right-hand side of (21) is

- ff tr^(W(x, y)*W(x, y))(x - Xy2(y - p)-2 dxdy.

On the other hand, from (52) and (63) in [7], the left-hand side of (21) equals

~2tz// G(x > y)(x - *)~2(y - i*y2 dx dy ■

Thus, the distribution \p(x, y) = G(x, y)-2n\r(W(x, y)*W(x, y)) satisfies

the condition

(22) // V(x, y)(x-X) 2(y-p) 2dxdy = 0

for X, y e C\R. From (22), we can prove that there are distributions a(x) and

b(y) such that y/(x, y) = a(x) + b(y), which proves Theorem 2.
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Remark 1. The distribution a(x) + b(y) can be determined uniquely by the

property that the Fourier transform of 2n\xs(W*(x, y)*W(x, y))+a(x)+b(y)

is a bounded function (which is x(s, t)).

3.  A SIMPLER CASE

In some special cases the distribution a(x) + b(y) in Theorem 2 may be

determined explicitly. A pair of self adjoint operators {Q,P} in L2(R,3) is

said to be Schrödinger pair of operators with multiplicity dim3 , if (Qf)(x) =

xf(x) for / G 3(Q) = {fe L2(R,3) : (•)/(•) 6 L2(R, 3)} and (Pf)(x) =

ij^f(x) for / e 3(P) = {f e L2(R,3); f is absolutely continuous and

f'eL2(R,3)}.

Lemma 1. Let {Q,P} be the Schrödinger pair of operators on L (R,^) with

dim^<+oo. Then (P - fil)'1(Q - XI)~X e S?2 for X, p e C\R.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 3 = C and J^p < 0.

It is easy to see that (P - piy1 f = -i ¡1^ eiMiy~x)f(y) dy and

\\(p-piy\Q-xiyX=f-^-2re^dt,
J  \x-X\  Jo

for J^X^O. Therefore (P - pI)~](Q-XI)~l eSf2.

Theorem 3. Let {U, V} be an almost unperturbed Schrödinger pair of operators

on ßtf satisfying the condition that there is a unitary operator Q on ßf satisfying

Q- I e S? such that {U, Q~ VQ} is unitarily equivalent to the Schrödinger

pair of operators with multiplicity n < +oo. Then the conclusion of Theorem 2

holds and, furthermore,

(23) G(x,y) = 2n\r(W(x, y)*W(x, y)) -n.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ßf = L (R, 3) with

d'\m3 = n , U = Q, and Q_1 VQ = P. It is easy to calculate that
.   ,   —ist   ist!   HV        itV   isV\       .   ,   isQr   itP    ».„-I,,,, —ist,
tr(e     e    e -e    e    ) = tr(e    [e    , Q]Q   ))(1 - e     ),

and hence

(24) x(s,t) = Xr(eisQ[e"P ,Q]Q"').

The unitary operator Q may be written as

(25) Q = I + ^2XJPJ,
j

where P,f= (f, nj)nj > [nj] is an orthonormal set and {X } are the eigenval-

ues of Q - I, which must satisfy |A,|   + 2¿%X¡ = 0 and £1^/1 < +°°> smce

Q.-I e2fx. Therefore

r(s,t)= -¿Z    e^Q-jilji* - 0 » *lj(x))a + *-MM). *lj(x + t))s)dx

(26) J       .   .sx .
~!CV* / e>SXinj(x), nk(x))sdx I (nk(x-t), rjj(x))sdx.
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From (3) and (26), it is easy to calculate that

G(x,y) = 2v/2^£^a.(«.(x), rj(y))eixy)

(27) _
+ 2n^XjXk(nj(x), nk(x))(ijk(y), fy(y)),

where >/.(•) is the Fourier transform of >/•(•)•

For è € 3, let è* be the functional defined by b*a = (a, b).  It is easy

to see that V = (Çl9r~x)U(cl^'y[, where ^" is the Fourier transform (as an•y
operator on L (R,3)) defined by

(Ff)(x) = s - lim JL /" f(t)e"xdt.
v—oo ^2^ y-v

Therefore the operator PT in ( 14) may be chosen as 0?~Çl~  . Thus

(28) W(x , y) = -|= (e^ + >/2Í£X;fy(y)if/*)*) .

From (27) and (28), (23) follows.

4. InTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL MODEL

In this section, we consider the integro-differential model (cf. §4 of [7]) of

the almost unperturbed Schrödinger pair of operators.

Lemma 2. Let {U, V} be an almost unperturbed Schrödinger pair of operators

on ^ satisfying

(29) 0<De^'    or   0>De5fl

and

/0 pooe'sUDe~isU e 5f(ß?)   or    /    elsUDe~'sU ds e &{&).
-oo JO

If U  has only absolutely continuous spectrum with finite multiplicity,  then

(V-pI)~l(U-Xiy[ e5?2 for X,pe

Proof. By Theorem 2 of [7], we may assume that ßtf = L2(R,3),  U = Q,

and V = P +VX , where

a(x)*   f a(s)f(s)ds
(31 (K1/)(x) = ±^-/ 5 + W)

for / e 3(Q), and a(-) is an 2^(3 —► ran(D))-valued measurable bounded

function on R. It is easy to see that V. is bounded, since

&:f< Ini J2ni J (•) - (s + io)

is an orthogonal projection. If \J?p\ > \\V.\\, then \\VX(P - pl)~l\\ < 1, since

f(s) ds _
o)

-h
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\\(P-pI) '|| = \Sn\ ' and (V-piyl = (P-piylA(fi), where ¿(¿0 =

E^0(-Fi(p-^7) ')" is a bounded operator. Thus (U - XI)~\v - piy1 =

(ß-A/r'tß-/*/)"1^//) e ^' for \S/i\ > \\VX\\ and X e C\R. By the

technique of Step 1 in the proof of the Theorem 1, we have (V - pl)~x x

(U -XI)~l e5?2 for all X, peC\R.

Theorem 4 (Jingbo Xia [8]). Let {U, V} be an almost unperturbed Schrödinger

pair of operators on ßt? satisfying the conditions (29) and (30). If U has only

absolutely continuous spectrum with finite multiplicity. Then there is a finite

number c such that

(32) {V-piyl-(va-piyxe5?1

for \Sp\ > c, where VQ is a selfadjoint operator satisfying the condition that

{U, VQ} is unitarily equivalent to the Schrödinger pair of operators.

Proof. As we stated in the proof of Lemma 2, we may assume that ß? =

L2(R,3), U = Q, V = P+VX, and VQ = P. If \fp\ > \\VA\, then

I + (P - piy1 Vx is invertible and

(v - piy1 - (v0 - piy1 = -(i + (p- piylvx)(p - piylvx(p - piy1.

We only have to show that

(33) (p-piyxvx(p-piyx es?x,

for p e C\R. Let P+ be the projection (P+f)(x) = 1[0 oo)(x)f(x); then the

operator ¿P = &~~ P^ where & is the Fourier transform. Let Ma be the

operator Maf = af; then Vx = ±M*x3r~xP+3rMa . In order to prove (33), we

only have to show that &~Ma(P - pl)~x^"x e -S*2 . Let

1     fN
ä(x) = s - lim —-== \    a(t)e"xdt.

N^CO  yJ2%  J-N

Then this Sf(3 —> ran(D))-valued measurable function à belongs to L , since

the fact that D g S?x implies that JtT^(a(t)*a(t))dt < +oo. It is easy to

see that the operator Sf~Ma(Q - pl)~ SF^ is defined by the integral kernel

(\/\/2n)ä(y-x)(x-p)~x which satisfies / \\à(y-x)(x-p)~x\\22dxdy < -foo.

Therefore &~Ma(P - pi)   &~     e 2?  , and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 5. Let {U, V} be an almost unperturbed Schrödinger pair of operators

on ßif satisfying conditions (29) and (30). If the operator U has only absolutely

continuous spectrum with finite multiplicity, then {U, V} satisfies the conditions

of Theorem 2.

Proof. By Birman, de Branges, and Kuroda Theorems (cf. [1,4, 5]) and The-

orem 4, the wave operators íí±(l/, VQ) = s - lim/^±ooe" e~"v° exist and are

complete, where V0 is the operator in (32), since Pac(U) = I and consequently
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Pac(V0) = I. Let & be the Fourier transform satisfying U = 3>"V^ ' and

write W = 3rfl+(V, V0)~x or &~n~(V', F0)_1 . Then W is a unitary operator

satisfying (14). This proves the theorem.
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